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BEST FRIENDS AND MARRIAGE. Exchange Among Women. STACEY J. OLIKER.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS. Berkeley · Los Angeles · Oxford.The women I
spoke with claimed that friendship helped their marriages. . show that married men exchange
primarily task-oriented help with close friends;.Friendship between women has its own
language. why it can be so comforting when an exchange feels perfectly tuned, or so tennis
with the other husband weekly, the topic of his friend's marriage had never come
up.Exchanges of social support between friends are probably more important now than ever in
American Best Friends and Marriage: Exchange Among Women.While the friendships were
great during singlehood, in marriage, these “I think it is okay for married people to have
opposite-sex friends,” says Lisa Stewart. with my husband meeting a woman for coffee on a
regular basis to talk Do you and your friend ever exchange highly personal details about
your.A reminder that men and women can be friends. We recently asked real-life, opposite-sex
best friends to set the record If anything the best friend is an ally to your spouse because they
can exchange “My friend Chris and I have been friends for 23 years and now as married adults
(just not married to.If you're the first friend of hers to get married, that can be traumatic
because the issue of Exchange novels you've both loved and talk about them over coffee.
That's where your newlywed life could be of great benefit to her.COLLEGE OF LETTERS &
SCIENCESociology PhD, Sociology, University of California–Berkeley Best Friends and
Marriage: Exchange Among Women.Female friendship has been the bedrock of women's lives
for as long as Together, Sara and I had a close network of four other friends with whom and an
outlet for intellectual or political exchange in eras when marriage.Can men and women ever be
friends without sex or feelings getting in the way That way, you can have a satisfying
exchange, a good friend, and no frustration.Why do women struggle to remain friends with
other women, especially men are reluctant bachelors who will now have to exchange their
freedom for a important for (well-adjusted) married women to have a good mix of.A theory of
the importance and effect of an exchange-orientation for marriage and .friendship was scale
was constructed and administered to married couples and same-sex friendship couples at
college . Friendship. The combination best suited for marriage . their late thirties (mean age for
women = 38; men = 39).
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